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The Tarot Companion
*SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE VERSION* (Australia Eastern Time, AET)Want to make your year
magical? Harness the power of the seasons, planets, moon, sun, and yourself as you expand your
horizons and create an extraordinary year. With an inspiring blend of illustrations to color, seasonal
spells and rituals, gentle planning guidelines, and monthly and weekly calendar pages, find yourself on
the creative, empowering journey of your own magical path. - Seasons and Magic are set for the
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE- Monthly calendar spreads- Weekly planning pages with lined space for
each day- Moon phase, moon sign, sun sign, and planetary retrograde tracking information- A Spell for
each month and a ritual idea for each Sabbat- Lots of magical illustrations to color and extra space for
notes - Illustrated seasonal correspondences of herbs, crystals, incense, food, animals, and flowers.- All
original art and spells by Amy Cesari- Handy 6

Celestial Tarot Journal Tracker Notebook for the Modern Boho Baby Witch Or Tarot
Reader Gif: a Daily Reading Tracker and Notebook
Plant the seeds of your future creations with this deluxe paperback journal. With premium quality,
cream-colored, wood-free paper and a combination of lined and unlined pages, this journal is designed
to be a sacred space for all facets of your self-expression. 44 full-page color art reproductions by a
popular artist are interspersed throughout the journal for additional inspiration. Deluxe paperback
journal measure 7 x 9 with 220 pages.

Witch's Composition Book
Revival starts with one person. You. Charles Finney—who shook up nineteenth-century America with
his preaching, earned the title Father of Modern Revivalism, and became the forerunner of revivalists
like Dwight L. Moody and Billy Graham—knew a thing or two about revival. And he claimed it began
not in the emotion of the masses but in the repentance of the individual. This new journal edition of a
spiritual classic invites readers to record their reflections, thoughts, and prayers in response to Finney’s
fiery words on how to experience revival. As you let his message soak in and interact with your life, you
might find revival to be closer to home than you ever expected.

Modern Tarot
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How to Read Tarot
Through a series of inspirational and creative prompts, Embody Your Magick will help readers embrace
their inner witch, no matter where they are on their spiritual journey. Gabriela Herstik offers up
powerful meditations and rituals, space for notes and spells, and information on lunar practices, color
magick, sacred herbs, tarot suits, and more, so that we can all better connect to the universe and our
inner light. Our strong track with journals- We will publish for the September solstice and Halloween
opportunities; this is the perfect gift for any reader interested in witchcraft and other ancient rituals as
self-knowledge and self-care. Hot topic- The season of the witch is not dying down ("Witches are Having
Their Hour" https-//nyti.ms/35FW26N). As sales of Inner Witch (and Bewitching the Elements, which
just came out) have demonstrated, Gabriela is well placed to update the ancient art of witchcraft for a
new generation, one that is interested in feminism, social justice, sustainable living, and alternative forms
of spirituality.

The Mindful Witch
The Light Seer's Tarot
A guided journal for the growing number of witchcraft practitioners Witches can’t control the world
outside themselves without first mastering their own inner world. It takes steady devotion and courage to
practice this ancient craft. The Mindful Witch is a meditative daily guide for witches of all levels to help
them summon strength from within, focus their energy, and practice witchcraft in an empowering and
effective way. Whether it’s a crystal bath to restore their energy, a handmade tea to revive their
passion, or a burning candle whose glow offers protection, each page offers tips and inspiration for
everyday magick. Reflective witches will enjoy plenty of space to write the day’s intentions and desires,
craft spells, and track the phases of the moon so they can better harness its power and manifest their
future. With The Mindful Witch to guide you, you can add a satisfying dose of self-nourishment and
craft to your daily life and conjure your best self.

Your Tarot Court
Our journal is a great way to archive your tarot readings for future reference. Inside you will find a
bespoke nameplate, a customizable table of contents, 12 exclusive Divination Tools tarot spreads, 12
sections for your own tarot spreads and 104 centerfold spread layouts for you to record your adventures
with the major and minor arcanas. 228 pages Printed on cream 75 gsm paper

Neo Tarot
How do you relate to the fool? Who is the star in your life? What is your yearly spread looking like?
Record your tarot readings and interpretations in this new journal featuring artwork from the best-selling
deck: Tattoo Tarot. The journal includes illustrations and meanings for all the cards for reference use,
plus space to record three, five, and ten-card spreads as well as to meditate on deeper questions. A musthave for fans of Tattoo Tarot and for all budding tarot readers.

How to Experience Revival (Journal Edition)
This lovely, full-color guide to tarot provides everything you need to know to read tarot—whether it’s a
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traditional reading, or a reading for self-reflection or self-discovery. Not long ago, getting your cards read
would have conjured images of a mystic shrouded in scarves with a crystal ball, waving her hands over a
spread of cards. Today, a tarot reading is as common as going to yoga or texting a friend. It’s the new
way to seek guidance—whether that’s relationship advice or what outfit to wear today. With the help
of this beautifully illustrated guide, you’ll be able to harness this skill to read your own future in tarot
cards. Filled with custom card images and easy-to-understand descriptions of each card and many
different reading layouts, The Only Tarot Book You’ll Ever Need will help you to master the tarot,
whether your aim is to perform traditional readings, consult the cards as part of a daily self-care ritual,
use them for interactive self-reflection, or rely on them as a tool for thinking through particular
challenges or questions.

The Book of Shadows Tarot
Unlock the magic of your own spells! Do you want to deepen and explore the power of your magic
spells? A different kind of spell book, The Book of Spells is a visual canvas for you to color, reflect, and
unlock your own magical style. With over 60 pages of original illustrations, including useful
correspondence charts to color, nine spells to try, and lots of room for you to write and create. Take your
spellwork to the next level and see what kind of magic you have, just waiting to be unlocked! * Printed
only on one side of the paper * Over 60 pages of coloring, framed notes, and magical illustrations to
deepen your spellwork and practice * All original art by Author and Illustrator Amy Cesari Find yourself
in the creative, empowering world of your own magical spells!

The Only Tarot Book You'll Ever Need
Recipes, Spells, and Wisdom from the Hedgerow Once upon a time the witch held a place of esteem in
the village; her knowledge of local plants and wayside herbs were used to heal; her wisdom and empathy
made her the village matchmaker and marriage counselor; and her ability to commune with nature and
animals gave her a place of revelry and wisdom. She was the Hedgewitch. Aimed at the busy witch, who
is both breadmaker and breadwinner, this book revives the spirit of the Hedgewitch and teaches you
how to make every day one full of wisdom, healing, and magic. For the practicing or would-be witch
whose life is more jeans, chaos, and the never-ending question of what’s for dinner than it is black
robes, cauldrons, and incantations, Mandy Mitchell has a recipe for you! “I want to demonstrate how
daily chores can become magical rituals with the potential to enrich and transform your life—everything
from the way we form relationships with our families and friends to cooking, cleaning, and
healing.”—from the introduction Journey through the wheel of the year with one eye on the kettle and
the other on the magical!

Everyday Witch Tarot
Hedgewitch Book of Days
The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads helps you answer your life questions instantly, while showing you
how to read your cards and create your own layouts. This ingenious guide contains spreads used
hundreds of years ago by occult scholars such as Nostradamus and modern spreads inspired by today's
visionaries. Expert tarot author Liz Dean has also created spreads based on the questions most often
asked of professional tarot readers and teachers. The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads gives you over 70
new and classic tarot card layouts for love, money, and success that can help you answer your questions
accurately when reading for yourself and others. Easily learn the meanings of the cards, the major and
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minor arcana, as you try out dozens of spreads. Organized by question subject with layouts in stunning
full-color, beginners will find they can easily begin doing readings for themselves and others. Advanced
tarotists will enjoy the challenge of the more complex layouts, while every one on their tarot journey, will
delight in discovering new ways to see story of their lives - and to have their important questions
answered through these magical cards.

The Ultimate Guide to Tarot Spreads
You have found 1 of 2 PERFECT PRACTICAL APPLICATION WORKBOOK JOURNALS for
tarot card lovers to record, practice, and study any larger 6-22 card tarot or oracle card layout. Journals
include 100's of fun fill-in Card Stickers. No more drawing card boxes or being limited by pre-drawn
boxes. Tarot Journal enhances learning of tarot and makes recording card readings fun and easy while
Card Stickers engage all of the major learning modals (Visual, Tactile, Audile). Recommend TJ with
every tarot and oracle card deck sale and with any 'how to tarot' book sale as the practical application
workbook or for use with in store or online tarot classes. Hard Covers, beautiful outer space cover
design, high quality paper and artistic design throughout. Order now. Order Daily Spread, for your
tarot customer's to practice their daily and smaller 1-8 card readings.

Gothic Art Nouveau
This Composition Notebook has a Matte, Sturdy Paperback Cover, perfect bound, for a beautiful look
and feel. Get your copy or give one as a gift today! Are you a modern Wiccan Witch who creates your
own spells, ritual and magic?? This Stylish and Novelty Notebook. Magick witch Celtic Witch Journal
Diary For Wiccans Wild Witchy Woman journal For Teen Witch To Write in. Perfect for the modern
Wiccan Witch, My Book of Shadows blank journal comes in a handy and is a great place to keep all
your personal and important spells and rituals in one safe and secure place, giving the chance to return
to them again and again.

The Modern Witch's Journal
A simply stunning tarot journal with wraparound cover to record your readings, daily practice, deck
reviews, session notes, card reflections, thoughts and feelings. Makes a perfect gift. Tarot Journal Details
6" x 9" - perfect versatile size for your pocket, jacket, bag or backpack. 110 college-ruled pages. Highquality white paper - 60gm. Professionally designed thick softback cover. Can be used as a journal,
notebook, diary. Made in the USA Notebooks and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion. Click on
TarotBook Press at top of page for more stunning tarot journals.

Tarot Tracker
Beloved literary iconoclast Michelle Tea reinvents tarot for a new generation in this guide to using the
Tarot as a twenty-first-century tool for connecting with our higher selves. Long before Michelle Tea was
winning awards for her poignant memoirs, she was a scrappy misfit on the streets of San Francisco,
supporting herself by giving eerily prescient tarot readings. As her reputation as a writer grew, she
stopped publicly reading the Tarot, though she never stopped doing it privately. Based on over twentyfive years of experience and a deep and abiding love of the cards, Modern Tarot brings the full force of
Tea’s unique insight, inviting pop sensibility, and wicked humor to bear on the tradition of the Tarot
in a fascinating journey through the cards that teaches us how to use this tradition for radical self-growth.
Whether you’re a dyed-in-the-wool seeker or a digital-age skeptic—or a little of both—the power of
tarot is open to you. Modern Tarot doesn’t require you to believe in the supernatural or to focus
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narrowly on using the tarot as a divination tool. Instead, it offers fiercely insightful descriptions of each of
the seventy-eight cards in the tarot system (each one fully illustrated by Amanda Verwey) and specially
designed rituals to guide readers on a path toward transformative personal growth. Grounded in Tea’s
decades of tarot wisdom and personal experience, this is a guide that beginners will fall in love with and
experienced readers will learn from anew. With her trademark one-of-a-kind insight and wit, Tea shows
how tarot offers moments of deep, authentic connection during a time when “connection” is
ubiquitous but rarely delves beneath the surface—and how the affirming and personal nature of the
Tarot offers a spiritual experience that is gentle, individual, and aspirational.

Submerged
Turn the Tarot Court Cards into Noble Allies for Every Reading You Do Meet the people and
personalities of the tarot in a whole new way with Your Tarot Court. This book gives you the confidence
you need to tackle the trickiest part of any deck: the court cards. You'll explore the tarot court
archetypes and discover new ways to identify and work with these enigmatic cards. Your Tarot Court is
designed with contemporary readers in mind—it discusses gender as a social construct, translates the
royal hierarchy for a modern world, and more. Professional reader Ethony Dawn guides you through
the court, offering techniques, spreads, and interpretations that make the cards more accessible and
understandable. This enlightening guide helps improve your understanding of yourself and the people
around you by removing the mysteries shrouding these noble figures.

Herbal Tarot Deck
The tarot is an empowering tool that has been used for divination over the centuries. But in Neo Tarot,
tarot reader, writer and all-round witch, Jerico Mandybur, offers a refreshing and intelligent look at the
ancient cards and practices, showing you that they should be used as healing tool first and foremost.
With a beautifully illustrated 78-strong deck alongside – with relatable explanations of the profound
symbolism of each card – this modern guidebook is a mixture of revealing insights, practical wisdom
and actionable exercises that readers can incorporate into their self-care practice instantly, and watch
their self-love flourish.

Folk Magic and Healing
A book of the folklore, history and healing properties of common plants Hedgerows are a vital part of the
British countryside. Home to thousands of species of animals, insects, and plants, they've long become
ingrained in the myth and lore of the country and its people. Many old wives' tales about the plants that
grow there were created to spread knowledge of their healing properties, and many have become
entwined with stories of local spirits, deities, and more ancient legends. This stunningly illustrated
treasury of the folklore of flora is packed with insight, lore and the revealed mysteries of everyday plants
is, ultimately, a collection of many of these beliefs, aiming to inspire a greater appreciation of hedgerow
plants before they disappear completely. Folk Magic and Healing: An Unusual History of Plants is
perfect for gardeners, writers, folklorists, witches and general knowledge buffs alike!

Coloring Book of Shadows
Learn how tarot cards can unlock the secrets of the past, present, and future in the latest book of the
Modern Witchcraft series. For centuries, witches have used the tarot to seek insights into the past,
present, and future. Today, a new generation is discovering the wonder of divining through the cards.
Expert tarot reader Skye Alexander shares the many meanings of the cards within the Major and Minor
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Arcana. Featuring twelve of the most popular spreads and easy-to-follow explanations of how tarot
readings can be interpreted, The Modern Witchcraft Book of Tarot is the essential guide for successful,
insightful tarot readings.

Tattoo Tarot Journal
Tarot-reading is one of the oldest esoteric practices. Lore has it that the art of reading tarot cards has
existed for over 600 years. What is tarot fact and fiction has been lost with the passage of time. Yet tarot
is more popular than ever in our modern society, because the cards speak to our most instinctual and
primal selves through their stories, meanings, and symbols. The Tarot Companion reveals the messages
and mystery of the cards. This beautiful and accessible little volume lets you quickly and accurately use
the cards to reveal an inner truth, gain insight into a pressing question, or divine what may unfold in
your life.

The Modern Witchcraft Book of Tarot
The modern witch is able to tap into intuitive wisdom and cast practical spells while at the same time
being loyal, considerate, a good listener, a lover of nature and open-minded. This unique journal will
help you to develop these qualities - and more - on a magical journey. It provides tools and techniques to
improve your life, from learning about amulets, candles, crystals, pentacles, chalices and altars, to basic
spellcasting and seasonal festivals and rituals. There is space throughout the journal for filling in your
own thoughts, experiences, spells and milestones, and you can dip into it at any point along the way.
Whether you want to learn to meditate, discover the meaning of different colours, or cast spells to give
you courage or make new friends, this journal will inspire you to find out more about witchcraft and put
your learning into practice.

Breathe List Journal
Blending the romantic ideals of Art Nouveau with the dark horror and mystery of Gothic, the resulting
mixture is a heady and intriguing combination. Illustrator Matt Hughes has forged these distinct forms
into a new movement, perfectly named "Gothic Art Nouveau." Wander an exhilarating and forbidding
gallery of unique and beautiful creations. Also contains a fascinating step-by-step section.

Tarot Journal (Softcover)
The Modern Witch Tarot Journal
On the night of the biggest storm in New York City history, Elysia Puente gets a call from her estranged
little brother Angel, terrified, begging for help. When the call cuts out suddenly, despite the bad feelings
between them, Ellie rushes into the night. Finding his broken phone in front of a barricaded subway
station, Ellie follows echoes of her brother into the sinister darkness of the underground, desperate to
find him before it's too late.

Rootwork
120 Pages Tarot Journal is perfect for your learning journey of tarot and to practice for recreation and
professionally. You have a place to track and record every session to quickly and easily reference it in the
future. It is the perfect gift for every tarot reader beginner or not or tarot lover for every occasion. The
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best present surprise for holidays for every witch, practical witchcraft themed gift, and the best support
for every spiritual journey. We are proud to be next to you and to let your intuition and self-awareness
grow. We created the design with some celestial, astrology, zodiac, goth, gothic, Wicca, Wiccan,
spiritual, and cosmic accents and the vibes are here to let your inner voice and power in order to find
your way to your soul and to reconnect. We are proud to be part of your spiritual journey with this tarot
journal and notebook.

Coloring Book of Shadows
Grimoire for the Green Witch
"Contains material adapted from The Everything Tarot Book, 2nd Edition by Skye Alexander."

The Solitary Witch's Green Book
The author of the popular Green Witchcraft series presents her personal Book of Shadows, designed for
you to use just as she uses it-as a working guide to ritual, spells, and divination. This ready-made,
authentic grimoire is based on family tradition and actual magical experience, and is easily adaptable to
any tradition of Witchcraft. Grimoire for the Green Witch offers a treasury of magical informationrituals for Esbats and Sabbats, correspondences, circle-casting techniques, sigils, symbols, recitations,
spells, teas, oils, baths, and divinations. Every aspect of Craft practice is addressed, from the purely
magical to the personally spiritual. It is a distillation of Green practice, with room for growth and new
inspiration. 2004 COVR AWARD 1ST RUNNER-UP

Daily Spell and Tarot Journal Book for the Modern Good Witch: a Daily Reading
Tracker and Notebook
A Book of Shadows is a journal where witches record their spells--and this keepsake one, by the authors
of Wiccapedia, accompanies that stylish guide. It features basic information distilled from Wiccapedia on
spells, key herbs and crystals, moon phases and magick, and more. In the journal portion, witches can
note the details of their spellcraft, including the date, ingredients, phase of the moon . . . and results.

Tarot Journal
2021 Biddy Tarot Planner
Keeping a record of Tarot readings to plot your growth over a year can be daunting. Now you can use
this simple, effective, and beautiful annual tarot calendar and journal to keep track of your daily readings
and seasonal occasions. Foster a personal bond to your cards and create a permanent record to keep
forever to understand and plan your special path. Find out what the year may bring, record and reflect
on daily and nightly readings, recognize patterns in your life, and connect personal experiences to the
cards. Begin your calendar journey at any time during the year, and use the knowledge you accumulate
to chart your spiritual progress through the Tarot. Includes quick and easy traditional Tarot card
meanings to help interpret your journey.

The Fountain Tarot
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In this groundbreaking book that places Rootwork in its rightful spot among other magickal traditions,
Tayannah Lee McQuillar offers a fun and practical guide to improving your life with the help of African
American folk magick. Rootwork begins with the basics, from explanations about the magickal powers of
the four elements (air, earth, fire, and water) to instructions on creating talismans, charms, and mojo
bags. Also included are spells to help you: find your soul mate spice up your sex life get a new job
improve your health discover your inner muse Accessible and easy to use, Rootwork offers the insights of
a time-honored tradition as a means of self-empowerment and spiritual growth.

Embody Your Magick
Want to write your magical journal in something a little more magic? The Witch's Composition Book is
a charming way to add mystical flavor to your note taking needs. Whether you use it for a bullet journal,
grimoire, class notes, or tarot record - each of the 111 pages will remind you that magic is real and ready
at your fingertips. - Classic yet distinctly Witchy black-and-white speckle cover. - Includes 111 lightlylined college-ruled note pages. - Each page features a mini-illustration, perfect for coloring-in or doodle
inspiration. - 17 magical hand-drawn illustrations in total, repeated throughout the book. - Includes a
useful page of Astrological Dates, Correspondences, Runes, and a space for Coven Contacts.

Tarot Journal
Become more creative, thoughtful, and fulfilled with the help of this interactive, beautifully illustrated
workbook from Breathe magazine. Filled with motivational quotes and room for writing and reflection,
this charmingly illustrated journal features five sections: Escape, Living, Mindfulness, Creativity, and
Wellbeing. Prompts and the lists they inspire allow you to explore your past, present, and future, and
encourage you to celebrate your life, achieve your goals, and make your dreams come true.

The Dreamer's Story Journal
Move your creativity and life forward with this gorgeously designed deck. The Fountain Tarot draws on
tradition, but provides a modern voice and distinct approach that highlights our everyday lives as a
source of insight, wisdom, and growth. As a daily tool for reflection and a powerful vehicle for selfdiscovery, The Fountain Tarot reveals creative opportunities, awakens fresh viewpoints, and offers a new
take on life's possibilities. Whether you're selecting a card to set the tone for your day, invigorate your
creative energy, or inspire you before your meditation or yoga practice, The Fountain Tarot helps open
closed doors and reveal new paths.

Modern Witch Tarot Journal
Would you like to learn everyday Witchcraft on your own, but you don't have more than 10 minutes a
day? The solitary Witch's Green Book is a brief but complete manual of traditional witchcraft which can
be useful to beginners and intermediate level Witches who practice mostly alone. In its pages you will
learn many secrets of Witchcraft, which will help you shape your magical path and cast your own spells
in no time. The book is designed as a six-week plan, with informative text and illustrations, and optional
small practical tasks for every day, which you can complete in a notebook or journal. It is much more
than a Witchcraft spell book. Some of the subjects you will read about in this book are:The differences
between traditional, Wiccan, and other kinds of Witchcraft,The tools you need to become a Witch, and
how to craft them on your own in a sustainable and budget-friendly way,How to work with candles,
crystals, herbs and other spell ingredients,How to use different divination methods, such as Tarot cards,
runes and pendulums,How to perform many diverse spells and customize them for your own needs: you
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will find ethical love spells, money spells, and many more,How to work with the Moon, How to
meditate, cleanse your magical tools and create magical shields,How to create an altar, cast a magical
circle and use correspondences in your spells,How to work with Astrology and Numerology.You can also
purchase separately The Solitary Witch's Green Journal, by the same author, and start working on your
own book of shadows today, with the help of this book.

Wiccapedia Journal
'The Herbal Tarot' deck was created by Michael Tierra and designed by Candice Cantin. Each card
features a different herb identified by name.
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